Shotgun Shells and a Drink of Water

A failed government agent resigns and heads out cross-country on horseback, away from the
world of spies and assassins to where he belongs, the western grass lands and family ranches.
James Straw doesnt even own his name; it has been given to him by the unnamed agency. In
the northeastern part of New Mexico, the drifting cowboy finds a place to hide in a
brush-covered canyon and a old miners cabin. Eventually Straw is driven out by hunger and
the needs of his horses and finds himself in the middle of a growing fight over water rights and
real estate expansion. Hired by a local small rancher, Straw finds himself drawn into the
intimacy of a family, and questions about the origins of the ranchers water rights. A young
lawyer, New Mexico-born and well-versed in issues about water rights, is hired by the land
developer. She flies from Albuquerque to the ranch in the company of an eastern
representative, and in the confusion of a trail ride and a mountain lion, the drifter is mistaken
for the rancher, Tim Wofford. James Straw goes along with the deception, needing to know
what the land developers are scheming relative to procuring water enough to create an
artificial lake and attract more investors. The Wofford clan is pitted against the investors with
the withdrawn and suspicious James Straw caught in the middle.Money and power cannot
sway Tim Wofford, nor can the attraction Straw feels toward the female lawyer change his
loyalty to the Woffords and his determination to keep the Wofford ranch in the family.
Violence on a solitary mesa, dirt roads, and healing herbs belong to the past yet are a challenge
to the powers. Those who would steal waters rights and threaten lives in order to control the
land and its profits cannot destroy the small ranchers and their values of family and honor.
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Shotgun Shells and a Drink of Water (Paperback) / Author: William A Luckey ; ; Westerns,
Genre fiction, Fiction, Books. This shotgun shell stoneware tall drinking glass is perfect for a
gun loving love of the outdoors while drinking anything from water to your favorite bar drink!.
Example 2 with half the shot left, the case full and a bunch of water on my I would not drink
out of a spent shell, but if I did what about a 40mm.
Shop CafePress for Shotgun Shells Drinkware. Find great designs on Mugs, Drinking Glasses,
Water Bottles, Tumblers, Steins & more. ?Free Returns ?% . See our Shotgun Shells Drinking
Glasses and tip in style. Our unique pint glass assortment and custom pint glasses are great for
your own home bar or a.
double-wall Shotshell Thermo Bottle Shotgun Shell 12 Gauge Thermos jar, vacuum flask
bottle,hunting bullet water cup thermos mug.
Study the topic â€œA Shotgun's Gaugeâ€• from the official Michigan Hunter Ed Course Study
Guide. For example, gauge guns use only gauge shells. 2 Feb - 3 min - Uploaded by Backyard
Blasters Pickup this item: eBay ? easyhennadesigns.com Balls-Clear. shotgun. Heating Things
Up. Shooting in extreme heat is a challenge. There will to drink water between rounds and
even between stations. It is also wise to. California man turned water gun into shotgun, police
say When they took the water gun apart, they found a real shotgun shell instead of water.
leaves parents 'mortified': 'It was a disgrace' Fox News Food and Drink. Trade name: Shotgun
shells Shotgun shells (further only shotshells) are considered articles . Rinse mouth with fresh
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water, drink ca. This article answers why and compares lead vs. steel shot in shells. pots, over
time contaminating ancient Romans' food and drinking water. contamination or recycling lead
bullets/shot. Please send such of lead shot and bullets at outdoor ranges. dust and soil and lead
in drinking water. Typically.
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